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May 2021      Newsletter Editor — John Wingard — jwin1048@gmail.com 

        Moon Phases  

May 19 — First Quarter 

May 26 — Full Moon 

June 2 — Last Quarter 

June 10 — New Moon 

June 17 — First Quarter 

June 24 — Full Moon 

July 1 — Last Quarter 

July 9 — New Moon 

 

Stay in touch with us 

http://www.auburnastro.org 

https://www.facebook.com/

groups/79864233515/ 

News and events 

 

 The month of May has brought the Auburn Astronomical Society 

some additional sad news. Long-time member Dr. Rhonald Jenkins 

passed away on May 13, 2021 from cancer. Dr. Jenkins was an early 

member of the club after its formation. This comes about four 

months after losing Russell Whigham, another long-time early 

member. Rhon also served as President of the AAS for many years 

up until fairly recently. He retired as an Associate Professor in Aero-

space Engineering at Auburn University. We will all miss his 

knowledge and experience about astronomy and his always enlight-

ening presentations and discussions at our club meetings. Rhon was 

also responsible for securing permission from the University to use 

one of their classrooms for our regular club meetings. The status of 

that arrangement is not known at this time but we may need to 

seek another meeting location for future club meetings. Our 

thoughts and prayers go out to Rhon’s wife Joyce and his family. 

Below is a portion of the obituary for Dr. Jenkins as it appeared in 

the Opelika-Auburn News. 

Rhonald Milburn Jenkins 
July 12, 1942 ~ May 13, 2021  

 
 Rhonald Jenkins was born in Montgomery AL, at 

Maxwell AFB.  He completed his PhD degree in 

Aeronautics, Astronautics and Engineering Sci-

ences and worked in related industries for ten 

years.  He moved to the Auburn area in 1972.  He 

joined the College of Engineering faculty in 1984 

and retired in 2004 as an Associate Professor of 

Aerospace Engineering, specializing in propulsion 

and rocket design.  He was recognized repeatedly by his col-

leagues and students for his excellence in teaching.  

http://www.auburnastro.org
https://www.facebook.com/groups/79864233515/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/79864233515/
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Photos by John Wingard 

Left: An oblique view of a por-

tion of the moon’s northern 

hemisphere looking toward the 

pole.  The two larger craters are 

Aristoteles (87 km) and Eudoxus 

(67 km) 

Below: This is a view of a portion 

of the Sea of Tranquility. If that 

sounds vaguely familiar, it’s be-

cause that was the location of 

the first manned U.S. lunar land-

ing in July of 1969. Astronauts 

Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin 

walked on the moon while Mi-

chael Collins remained in orbit 

around the moon awaiting their 

return. The small white circle 

marks the actual landing spot. 

There are also three small cra-

ters in that area that are named 

for the three astronauts. 
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Left: A collaborative effort by 

AAS members Chris Young and 

Jay Hall of the Lagoon Nebula, 

M8, in the constellation of Sag-

ittarius. It is an emission nebula. 

It was captured using narrow-

band filters for Hydrogen alpha 

(Ha), Sulfur (SII) and Oxygen 

(OIII). 
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This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network  

The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit night-

sky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local clubs, events, and more! 

 

Astrophotography With Your Smartphone 

David Prosper 

Have you ever wanted to take night time photos like you’ve seen online, with the Milky Way stretched across 

the sky, a blood-red Moon during a total eclipse, or a colorful nebula? Many astrophotos take hours of time, 

expensive equipment, and travel, which can intimidate beginners to astrophotography. However, anyone with 

a camera can take astrophotos; even if you have a just smartphone, you can do astrophotography. Seriously! 

Don’t expect Hubble-level images starting out! However, you can take surprisingly impressive shots by prac-

ticing several basic techniques: steadiness, locked focus, long exposure, and processing. First, steady your 

smartphone to keep your subjects sharp. This is especially important in low light conditions. A small tripod is 

ideal, but an improvised stand, like a rock or block of wood, works in a pinch. Most camera apps offer timer 

options to delay taking a photo by a few seconds, which reduces the vibration of your fingers when taking a 

shot. Next, lock your focus. Smartphones use autofocus, which is not ideal for low-light photos, especially if 

the camera readjusts focus mid-session. Tap the phone’s screen to focus on a distant bright star or street-

light, then check for options to fine-tune and lock it. Adjusting your camera’s exposure time is also essential. 

The longer your camera is open, the more light it gathers - essential for low-light astrophotography. Start by 

setting your exposure time to a few seconds. With those options set, take a test photo of your target! If your 

phone’s camera app doesn’t offer these options, you can download apps that do. While some phones offer an 

“astrophotography” setting, this is still rare as of 2021. Finally, process your photos using an app on your 

phone or computer to bring out additional detail! Post-processing is the secret of all astrophotography. 

You now have your own first astrophotos! Wondering what you can do next? Practice: take lots of photos us-

ing different settings, especially before deciding on any equipment upgrades. Luckily, there are many amaz-

ing resources for budding astrophotographers. NASA has a free eBook with extensive tips for smartphone 

astrophotography at bit.ly/smartastrophoto, and you can also join the Smartphone Astrophotography project 

at bit.ly/smartphoneastroproject. Members of astronomy clubs often offer tips or even lessons on astrophotog-

raphy; you can find a club near you by searching the “Clubs and Events” map on the Night Sky Network’s 

website at nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov. May you have clear skies! 

 

A small tripod for a smartphone. They are relatively inexpensive – the author found this at a local dollar store! 
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The Moon is large and bright, making it a great target for beginners. The author took both of these photos us-

ing an iPhone 6s. The crescent moon at sunset (top) was taken with a phone propped on the roof rack of a 

car; the closeup shot of lunar craters (bottom) was taken through the eyepiece of a friend’s Celestron C8 tele-

scope. 

A small tripod for a smartphone. They are 

relatively inexpensive – the author found 

this at a local dollar store! 
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